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Beyond the Contours of Painting
Ben Bar uc h B l ic h
Talia Israeli's works address the question of why
painting, which according to all definitions is an
'artificial activity,' presents and reflects the reality
revealed through it. Are the brush strokes, stains
and colors a litmus paper of known and familiar
mimetic exposure or do they pertain to the creation
of a private language with no necessary affinity
for that which is depicted in the painting and its
significations should thus be sought elsewhere?
Since I don't believe in the existence of a private
language, and I am alone in this regard1, the first
question remains — should we view paintings,
in this case Israeli's paintings, as the Rorschach
inkblots of our human existence in an urban
environment? The city, in its diversity, echoes in
each and every one of Israeli's works.
Consciously and unconsciously, Israeli raises
questions about the city's ontological position
even when depicting seemingly-meaningless
details, such as a plant or a chair. The city is not
the natural playground of these elements which
could belong in any surroundings. However,
when planted in an urban setting the objects
embody the alienation, estrangement and even
the loss which follow every city dweller like a
shadow. Unlike the realist painting which aims
to represent the metropolis while emphasizing
the wealth of possibilities, Israeli's city comes
to its fruition through intentional distortion
of architectural details and color tonality. On
the one hand, Israeli alludes to the Germanexpressionist city paintings, especially those of
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Erich Heckel, who examines the darker aspect
of the city, as may be seen in 'Railway in Berlin
between Gleisdreieck and Gorlitz' (Image 1).
The dramatic perspective of the railway, cutting
two enormous buildings horizontally with
a yellow-sky background, conveys a sense of
darkness, alienation and lack of identity. On the
other hand, there are traces of Edward Hopper
(Image 2), marked by the silence, embarrassment
and provincial boredom which would later find
expression in the works of Eric Fischl, one of the
1980s' most prominent US painters.
It is, moreover, interesting to examine Israeli's
works in light of cinematic representations, e.g.
Fritz Lang's expressionist Metropolis (1926),
depicting a gloomy journey into the inner city, or
David Lynch's Mulholland Drive (2001), painting
Hollywood in enigmatic and undecipherable
camouflage. Lynch's Los-Angeles, is both pseudo
fiction (a film set) and a pseudo reality. The city
is the place where one can either lose or create a
new identity. Since L.A. has so many cinematic
references, the ones who meander it, experience
a total confusion between the inner mental space
and the exterior sphere. The characters are in
constant state of becoming, being incarnated
out of their surroundings while at the same
time being devoured by it. The city, represented
through films, is where modern existence
being established. Earlier films, such as Walter
Ruttmann's Berlin: Symphony of a Metropolis
(1927), Deziga Vertov's The Man with the Cinema

Camera (1929) or "Paris qui dort" (1925) by
René Clair, probably influenced by the Parisianarchitectural photographs of Eugène Atget, blot
out the city's residents. An additional source
of inspiration may be Edgar Alan Poe's morbid
stories, e.g. "The House of Asher" (1839), in
which the city and the home play a pivotal role in
building the reader's tension and anticipation.
Thus, we cannot avoid Freud's reference to
the "uncanny"2 (1919). The uncanny continues
to reappear in Israeli's paintings — roads,
models of buildings, fading urban flora, flickering
appearances from flats, panoramic sights of urban
vistas — all of these are painted in the dark with
great attention to visuals, indicating the endless
stimuli that the city offers its residents.
In 1903, Georg Simmel, now considered
the most significant herald of the urban
consciousness, argued that "the psychological basis
of the metropolitan type of individuality consists
in the intensification of nervous stimulation which
results from the swift and uninterrupted change of
outter and inner stimuli."3 In her paintings Israeli
converts the stimuli of the city into the non-place
of painting, refining the urban from its reality
and establishing the experience and excitement as
independent entities. Israeli's analysis is cold and
tingling and the absence of human beings, the city
dwellers, who have always appeared in impressionist
and expressionist paintings, is disturbing and
disquieting. Instead of a vital and gay urban space

we are introduced to the city's darker side, its
deeper forms hidden at its back, whilst avoiding
an absolute moral stand on the nature of the
city. Israeli's loitering is not touristic, lacking
in architectural monuments. It does, however,
possess intellectual qualities and an emotional
position that may not be found in a small and
familiar town. The big city is the sum of the actions
that take place in it — actions which often do not
accord with each other. Israeli's involvement is a
visual action, examining from every possible angle
the public space which is always anonymous and
inevitably devoid of intimacy.

1. See Wittgenstein about the existence of private
language in Philosophical Investigations.
2. On the uncanny in architecture, see Vidler, A.

The Architectural Uncanny: Essays in the Modern Unhomely,
MIT Press, 1994.
3. Simmel, G. The Metropolis and Mental Life.

¢¬«  ª¡ אדוארד הופר¤¡£¡

Image 2: Edward Hopper, Early Sunday Morning, 1930
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A Ghost or a Super Heroine?
D an a Gil l e r m a n
1.
Philosophers, painters, poets — male artists — have
always wandered fearlessly in the developing and
changing urban sphere. They have researched,
mapped, admired, criticized, contemplated and
painted its landscape. This sense of confidence
can be inferred from the words of writer George
Perec: "I like to walk for no particular reason, not
aimlessly, but in the attempt to be swept away."
Perec’s purposeful meandering, illustrates a form
of a hunt — a hunt for opportunities and accolades.
However, due to the preconceived image of women
as prey, those same opportunities have been
precluded from women, and their self expression
in the urban space has been limited.
Two names seem acutely relevant in the
context of a female perspective on the urban
environment: The first is Cindy Sherman, who
in her portraits, most of which depict urban
women, often focuses on the female sense of
horror. The second is French artist MarieAnge Guilleminot, whose video art piece "White
Night" succeeds in depicting a sense of chase.
Guilleminot is seen walking through the streets of
Bilbao, Spain, dressed in a reflective white coat.
The artist’s romantic portrayal of a ghostly female
figure wandering madly about the city, directly
conflicts with the deliberate hostility and misery
of her surroundings. As if taken from a scene of
a horror film, the dazed female character is in a
constant state of flight.
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Israeli's painting, as well, has a feminine
point of view, which reflects the panic and
claustrophobia the dark city imposes. Israeli's
look at her surroundings can be either distant,
from above, or penetrating, straight into all these
obscure places.
What appears to be abandoned at first glance
is actually, simultaneously, full of life: buildings'
fronts reveal light in crowded secretive apartments,
plants taking over old structures and huge dark
parking lots, conveying a pseudo likeness of nature.
All is shrouded by strong colors, projecting eerie
sensations onto the viewer.
2.
In the field of painting, Israeli enters a prevalent
tradition in contemporary art — the changing
urban environment has accelerated construction,
as well as, the destruction of old architecture.
The mushrooming of luxury apartment buildings
on the outskirts of the city also mirrors the sense
of alienation that increasingly marks the urban
sphere. At the same time, her wandering gaze
adds an additional dimension, an alternative to
the male perspective. Israeli's paintings lack the
sense of confidence characteristic of that gaze,
thusly treating the urban space as if it were a
male dominated sphere. The city does, after all,
belong to men — it is a product of their effort
and planning and was designed according to their

measures and needs. Naturally, a "true" man is
not afraid of walking around alone after sunset.
Israeli's viewpoint is designed to depict a foreign,
non-hegemonic position, providing a woman's
perspective of the chaotic public space: parking
lots, alleys, dark and empty streets, and abandoned
gas stations. In our collective visual archive, all of
these serve as warning signs and are reminiscent
of Hollywood thrillers and horror films, in which
a woman finds herself walking alone, her steps
resounding on the desolate street. The viewer may
easily sense the calamity that lies in wait. Female
viewers may even relate to these scenes as a part of
their everyday experience.
3.
Due to the comics' aesthetics which prevails in
Israeli's work, that sense of suspended anxiety
is not the only emotion aroused. The tastefully
combined graphics saturated with vivid colors,
entices the viewer to fill a kaleidoscope of
emotions. Although the city in comics creates an
apocalyptic atmosphere, when super heroines,
that take shape in the form of Cat Woman and
Wonder Woman, roam at night, their presence
increases the sense of safety as well.
However, what distinguishes the super heroine
from Superman? In his article "Comics — Not
Just for Men," critic Eli Eshed contends that
super heroines were shaped by men to suit male

fantasies: "Marked male desire for powerful,
half-naked women with enormous breasts." This
fantasy is intensified in Dara Birnbaum's video
art piece: "Technology/ Transformation: Wonder
Woman," (1978-1979) in which an endless loop
displays Wonder Woman's conversion from a
normal, somewhat dull (as implied by her clothes
and general looks) to a half-naked Wonder
Woman, i.e. a sexual object.
Despite the criticism, these heroines can be
seen as representing an alternative female model.
They succeeded in transcending the boundaries
delineated for them by male fantasies and in
creating their own space of action. Hence,
Wonder Woman became, at the time, an icon
of liberal feminism. That heroine, on a par
with men, represents a sector in which there is a
yearning for equality.
Israeli's works portray the painter wandering
through space as a kind of hybrid. Her crossbreed
is comprised of Marie-Ange Guilleminot's
fleeing ghost and the super heroine who hovers
over the city. In the gap between the two different
worlds — reality and fantasy — a new site of action
has been conceived. This site does not fall into
the categories of either reality or fantasy. Rather,
it emphasizes the use of forms, lighting and
textures, thus giving way to its recreation in the
world of painting as a possible locus of salvation.
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Night and Plants
Sagi R e f a e l
Talia Israeli is a wandering artist, in line with
a rich tradition. Honoré Daumier, Edward
Hopper and Ido Bar-El have all turned the
experience of traveling and searching the city into
an ideological and material source of inspiration.
In the nineteenth century, Daumier used the
city as a reflection of the socio-economic gaps
that dwell in the same urban space. In the first
half of the twentieth century, Hopper expressed
solitude and alienation as an existential vacuum
encountered in designed lounges, hotel rooms,
offices, restaurants and service stations. BarEl, on the other hand, collects its construction
materials from the street, e.g. doors and signs,
using them as resources for his paintings
and resurrecting the domestic relics through
secondary artistic usage.
In his article "Reading the City,"1 Oded
Menda-Levy examines the different aspects of
the wandering writer/artist's experiences. He
distinguishes between several literary-artistic
representations, which can also be found in
Israeli's work. First, Menda-Levy notes the
"inner-city" viewpoint created by the artist while
passing through the urban realm, absorbing
the changing sights: bystanders, moving objects
and perpetually-mobile perspectives. The
meandering artist is a part of that unending
movement, whose frantic "almost indigestible"
sights he attempts to map. This also applies to
Talia Israeli's movement, hunting through the
urban space, converting sights and sensations

into condensed images of a private experience of
a strange and desolate space. Israeli beholds this
eruption as both intriguing and dreaded.
In addition to the inner motion, in which the
artist moves, assists to generate and attempts to
capture, there is another, more distant point
of view. For example, a bird's eye view, that
oversees the city at its foot. This perspective,
which captures the urban space in more general
terms, prevails in Israeli's 2008-2009 paintings.
These paintings depict sleepy suburbs, set with
houses and buildings, surrounded by pastoral
greenery. The landscapes become abstract,
generic and seem at times like imaginary plastic
spaces, cinematic in their schematic set. Israeli's
use of images from Google Earth illustrates the
Big Brother's eye which inspects and polices the
public space in which the individual moves like a
pawn or a mouse in a lab.
The third perspective to which MendaLevy refers in his piece, is the inner-urban
view, directed after sunset, in which the details
blur with the hazing and unifying force of
the darkness. However, the night discloses
particulars that are swallowed by the clamor of the
day. The dark veils the city in mystery: sidewalks,
parking places and alleys become secretive and
obscure, wearing a guise of danger and fear for
the nocturnal wanderer. The paintings invite the
viewer to become a voyeur of scenes enhanced by
the artist's imagination.

Talia Israeli's investigating gaze, surveying
and scanning the public-urban realm and
particularly its architecture, shrinks and expands
like an aperture, locating symbiotic points
between the private individual and his shell.
These unique skills could be detected at the onset
of her artistic path, when she used to visit, and
afterwards paint, industrial sites, displaying that
same public-private symbiosis.
Israeli's 2005-2007 paintings reveal, among
others, a pharmaceutical factory in an industrial
zone, in the south of the country, which has been
reduced to the point of near defamiliarization.
The influence of German typological
photography artists Bernd and Hilla Becher is
patent in these works. In their wanderings across
Germany, the couple created a visual index of
hundreds of factories, power stations, water
towers, and deserted warehouses, constituting
traces of monumental industrial architecture.
However, whereas the two's view of the structures
remained sketchy-exterior, symmetrical and
clean, Israeli's look penetrates the place's
interior. In this series of paintings, Israeli
draws scrutinizing close-ups of hidden spots,
which directly and indirectly affect the public,
much like the Big Brother effect. The drugs
manufactured in these factories aim to benefit
the public, but at the same time encourage
dependence. Israeli tries to examine these places
as loci of action and influence. In the absence
of human beings, the pharmaceutical factories

seem like an abstract formation of pipes, arteries
and valves, emulating the insides of the bodies
in which they are destined to be absorbed. From
a detached and sterile bureaucratic mechanism,
they allow a peek into an institutional and private
inner-body.
When contemplating her recent work (20102011), one can see how Israeli's scrutinizing
look, is based on the metropolitan's spilled
guts. She tours the muscular city like a secret
detective, spotting its weaknesses; where the
buildings collapse into angles and textures, their
front dissolves and they dissipate while shedding
their plastered skin. The urban jungle bursts
forth with a chaotic sense of order, full with
voluptuous, mysterious life.
1. Oded Menda-Levy, "Reading the City", Panim, Vol 13,
May 2000
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